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SEGMENT 1: IS GOD KING OR FATHER? – VIDEO OUTLINE

In the first video of the series, Rabbi Fohrman points to a difficulty that seems to exist in the Rosh
Hashanah liturgy, asking us to show a sense of closeness to God while also recognizing that God is
distant as the master of the universe. He connects this seeming contradiction to the words of Hannah in
the Book of Samuel, hinting that perhaps her words can help us to better understand our relationship
with God.

Days of Awe are upon us…
- going to services, temple, shul, synagogue
- going to spend a good deal of your day praying, more than any other day of the year
- How are you going to feel about this?
Machzor seems to demand two almost-contradictory things from us:
1. a sense of closeness and vulnerability
o supposed to pour out heart to God in a visceral way, talk about hopes and fears,
make account of year, be in the moment
o takes a lot of energy especially when dealing with master of universe
2. forces us into raw, visceral recognition that the being we are confronting is not your
buddy, is master of universe
o machzor makes sure we get that, tells us over and over again how high and
mighty God is, lives in the realm of angels
o Amidah/central prayer focuses on holiness
- What is holiness?
- What holiness have to do with me?
- How do I reach out to God?
- What does this God have to do with me?
It's not that I cannot focus on a holy God…It's not that I cannot focus on a God that isn't close
o But to do both at the same time?
o It’s like holding two opposite concepts in head, pulling in different directions
o problem boils down to the language of central prayer Aveinu Malkeinu (our
father, our king)
- How do you hold both of these at the same time?
- That's what the machzor is forcing us to do
- So easy to just give up, abandon quest
How do I take what it is that the machzor gives me and use it to forge a connection with a God
that seems beyond my comprehension?
o maybe we get clues from the story of Hannah
- woman who is childless
- begs God
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- her prayer becomes paradigm for us, central silent prayers
- seems like she got it right (or at least Rabbis thought she got it right)
- Shouldn't we look to her for guidance?
o her prayer is counterintuitive, especially about holiness (holiness is conundrum)
o Chapter 2 of Samuel, Hannah has child, God has answered prayer
- What is the first thing she says?
- I Samuel 2:2 – she speaks of God’s holiness
 Does not speak about sense of closeness, speaks of loftiness
 Holiness is associated with separateness
 God is so different from us, neither matter nor energy
- What is she talking about? What she actually says doesn’t seem to even
make sense:
 This isn’t true
 Why is this a compliment?
 What does this have to do with holiness?
Hannah gives us a window into what holiness means
- Key is subtle problem in her words (pronoun shift)
o Moves from third person (distance) to second person (closeness)
- Bridge distance and closeness
In the next video, we will take a closer look at the words of Hannah.
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SEGMENT 2: SEPARATENESS IS CLOSENESS? – VIDEO OUTLINE

In this video, Rabbi Fohrman examines the text from the Book of Samuel relating to Hannah’s prayer and
her interaction with Eli the priest, showing that in her time of need, God was there for Hannah like no
one else could be.

Look at Hannah's story (precedes declaration of holiness)
- Samuel introduces us to characters: Hannah, husband (Elkanah), co-wife Penina, Eli
(priest)
- begins with portraying equilibrium or happy but fragile family
- everything works until fragile equilibrium comes crashing down
o Elkanah, convinced that wife Hannah is pitiable because of wife not having kids,
gives Hannah an extra portion
o Penina taunts Hannah for childlessness
o this becomes new cycle of events (broken equilibrium), Hannah wouldn’t eat
anything
o Elkanah tries to make everything better, cannot understand why she cannot be
comforted
o Hannah goes to the Temple and sees Eli and begins to pray
- Eli thinks she's drunk and tells her to stop drinking
- Hannah is isolated, who is left?
- God is the only one left, Hannah turns to God
Insight into Hannah's prayer by looking at what she tells Eli
- I Samuel 1:15-16 her metaphors show that she is pouring out her soul
o essence of what is doing is the opposite of drinking
o drinking is an escape from reality, she is getting in touch with reality (not so
pretty)
- she tells Eli that she has so much to see and is so angry
o in control, sense of responsibility
o prayer becomes paradigm of prayer
o this is who I am right now
 childless
 part of me is anger
 Chazal says that she prayed upon or against God (not to God)
 Gemara in Brachot 31b - Hannah spoke brazenly to the almighty
o Her prayer is genuine, baring soul
o Hannah walks away from that prayer, haven gotten something
 she left the Temple and finally ate
 anger had dissipated
 she has found a way out of her isolation, there was something she could
connect with
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God was there for her
- not in the sense of answering her prayer
- there in the sense of understanding, know who I am
- she connected to God
- that's what prayer is all about
Why is she telling me about holiness?
- Why speak about how separate God is if she is really taking about how close God is?
- Is she talking about the wrong thing?
Hannah is revolutionizing the concept of holiness, turning it on its head
- she is telling us a paradox of paradoxes
- the key to closeness is understanding the nature of separateness
- for Hannah it makes perfect sense
o she explains her insight in nine words – I Samuel 2:2
o centuries later, explained by Maimonides in Yad HaChazakah, his magnum opus
In the next video, let's examine these nine words by looking at Maimonides
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SEGMENT 3: TRUTH AND ABSOLUTE TRUTH

In this video, Rabbi Fohrman poses the question of was is truth. Using the Rambam as a guide, he
continues to explore our connection to God, positing that God is the ultimate truth, existing
independently of and separate from other beings.

Rambam is an expansion of Hannah's words
- She says that there is no one as holy as God because there is no one but God
- What does that mean?
Rambam in Mishneh Torah
- the foundation of foundations, the source of all...is to know…that there is a first
existence
o might think he is talking about first cause (universe wasn't here infinitely)
o God as the ground of all being
- First existence gives rise to all other existences
Talking in present tense
God is ever-present ground of all existence
His existence brings into being all other existence
- Everything that exists through truth of God's existence
o we use truth differently than Rambam
o he is talking about what Hannah is talking about
- Skip forward...his truth (God's truth) is not like the truth of any other creature
o different degrees of truth
o we are not true like God is true
- He alone is true, no one is true like He is true...there is none other but He
o that's what Hannah said too
It boils down to how we use the word "truth"
- No one exists but God - but we exist?
- Rambam doesn't mean truth in the sense that 2+2 =4
o he means independent existence
- What makes the statement 2+2=4 true? it exists
o 2+2=5 does not have any independent existence
o with 2+2=4, even if no one believed it, it would still be true - it exists
independent of anyone
- truth at its core is independent existence
When you say something exists or something is true, you have to ask at what level?
- Dreams may be true, but if you take away our thoughts, what is left?
- we exist, but continued existence is only conceivable because of God
- joke about the turtles holding up the earth
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We believe the earth hangs there, but when talking about universe as a whole, where
does that come from?
o turtles all of the way down doesn't work, there needs to be a ground
o we call that existence God
o depends on how you define the bar of existence
we have more independent existence than dreams, but when you raise the bar to the
top, only one being exists - the source of all existence – God

That is what God was talking about
- God is radically different from us, but because He is more real than we could ever be
- He is not alien to us, we are closer to Him than we could imagine
- He is our source, of course we can connect with Him
When thinking about God as the source, yes, I am filled with awe
- not the kind of awe that draws me away
- it's the kind that beckons me closer, allows for intimacy
- Who can understand me better than my source?
Hannah's 9 words (I Samuel 2:2)
- God is separate, but he is not more ethereal; he is more real
- God is the ground of our being
o He is so real that he is not even tangible
o He is so real that in comparison to his existence, I am but a dream
o when it comes to absolute independent existence, there is none but God
- the image of Rock, boulder, sheer wall of granite
o foundation of all foundations
o that kind of separateness is what holiness is all about
Hannah makes a subtle shift
- shifts from third person to second person
- she is talking directly to God
- when you start thinking about holiness, that creates separation
- when you recognize that God is your source, it brings you close
Hannah's ideas have powerful ramifications in our lives – to be explored in the next video
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SEGMENT 4: UNDERSTANDING ADON OLAM – VIDEO OUTLINE

In this final video of the series, Rabbi Fohrman looks closely at Adon Olam, breaking it into three parts to
show how the words of hymn echo the themes of Hannah’s prayer, ultimately showing how the
seemingly contradictory ideas of God actually truly represent our relationship with Him.

Hannah states a radical idea
- paradoxically, God's separateness is the bridge to closeness
- understanding the separateness gives us a ladder to get closer to God
- this idea is the foundation of daily prayers, we say it everyday
Adon Olam
- Hannah's thoughts animate what song is about
- three main parts - follow along while rabbi speaks
1. God who is kadosh, inconceivable, powerful, sovereign
o God is so majestic that there was majesty even before anything existed
o Kingship was real when all came into being
o God will still be master in his solitude
o He is ultimately beyond anything we can experience
2. That God is my God
o He is my personal foundation stone
o He is there for me when I call for Him
3. How it makes a difference to me every single day
o leap of faith each night when we sleep
o every morning, God gives us back our soul
o I get the courage to really let go (death)
If God was just my buddy...
- He could help me, but how could I trust Him?
- He must have power
- but if all God was powerful and mysterious, then I could not give my soul to Him either
- the combination of these two aspects allow for me to act in faith and give my soul to a
loving God and ultimately give myself back in death
Parts 1 and 2 are really the same God
- His being kadosh/separate means that He is my God
- because He is my source, of course He is my personal God
- He is my refuge because He is my source
- in that, He is separate, and His great closeness lies
- that is why I can go to sleep, and that's why I can die
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